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Introduction 

Since I published my memoir/cookbook in early 2017, and perhaps 

more so since I released my debut novel in 2018, I am often asked how 

to go about getting a book published. It’s a question that is not easy to 

answer in a few sentences, so I have put together this short ebook to 

guide you through the process. 

I have broken the process down into five key steps, as follows: 

1. Write a book 

2. Make it better 

3. Pick a publishing route 

4a. Find an agent and/or publisher to publish your book 

4b. Self-publish your book 

5. Market and promote your book 

You will notice I have split Step 4 into two parts – Find an agent and/or 

publisher to publish your book and Self-publish your book. This is 

because a book cannot be published by both a traditional publishing 

house and by the author themselves – it can only be one or the other. 

Some authors will try looking for an agent or traditional publisher first 

and choose to self-publish only if they can’t secure an agent or 

publisher. Others will jump straight to self-publishing. Those who do 

secure an agent or publisher will skip self-publishing altogether.  

However, they will still need to be involved in marketing and promoting 

their book. 
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The content of this ebook first appeared as a series of posts on my 

website, www.junemolloy.com. If you have any feedback or questions, 

please feel free to add them to the original posts, or you can email me 

directly at june@junemolloy.com. 

http://www.junemolloy.com/
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Step 1: Write a book 

If you want to publish a book, the very first thing you need to do is 

write a book. You simply cannot publish a book that isn’t written. While 

it’s good to have an overview of the process of publishing before 

setting out on your own publishing journey, there is little point in 

reading multiple “How To” guides unless you actually have something 

to publish. So, if you’re reading this and you haven’t yet finished your 

book (or maybe not even started it) – you need to get back to work!  

I appreciate that writing a book is a huge undertaking. There are lots of 

resources available to help you plan and write your book. If you want to 

write a book but feel a little overwhelmed at the idea or don’t know 

where to start, consider joining a writing group, either locally or online. 

Chatting with other writers and having them read your work can be a 

huge boost to your confidence. A quick Google or Facebook search 

should provide lots of options. 

If you need a little motivation and are a fan of deadlines, then signing 

up to National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) might work for you. 

NaNoWriMo is an annual, month-long event that happens every year in 

the month of November. In began in the US but has now become an 

international event. The aim is to write 50,000 words of a book during 

the month of November. If you’re writing every day, that’s 1,666 words 

per day. If you’re writing only during the week, it’s about 2,500 per day. 

Even if you don’t manage to keep up with these targets, getting into the 

habit of writing every day is enormously beneficial. You can participate 

in NaNoWriMo simply by making the decision to write 50,000 words in 

https://nanowrimo.org/
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November, but you will probably have better success if you actually 

sign up online. This way, you will have access to all of their resources, 

plus have the support and encouragement of other participants. 

Make sure you know the appropriate book length for your genre. If you 

write a 100,000-word children’s book, you’re unlikely to find anyone to 

publish it, or perhaps even to read it! Amazon gives a page count for all 

books, so look at a cross-section of books in your genre to get a sense 

of what to aim for. You don’t have to get this bang on for the first draft 

– you can make it either longer or shorter during the editing process. 

But if you write a 400,000-word tome as your first draft, you will 

probably struggle to get that under 100,000 if that’s what’s appropriate 

to your genre. Aim to make your first draft within about 20% (+/-) of 

your final target. 

While you don’t need any special equipment (other than a pen and 

paper!) to write your book, try to make it as easy for yourself as 

possible. Writing a novel in longhand (i.e., with pen and paper) will 

make the editing process extremely difficult. Sooner or later you will 

have to type it up in order to share it with readers, agents and 

publishers, so I recommend starting out this way. Use whatever 

software you’re comfortable with. However, bear in mind that novels 

can get quite long and can have a number of threads. You may not 

write it in a linear fashion – perhaps you prefer to write the ending first 

(because that’s the idea that’s strongest in your head), or perhaps you 

write all the chapters for one character before starting on another 

character. Having software that allows you to move elements of your 

story around with ease will make your life simpler. I highly recommend 
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Scrivener, a word processing program designed specifically for writing 

books. You can download a free trial for a month to see if it suits your 

needs. It’s not particularly expensive to begin with (US$45 at time of 

writing), but if you sign up for NaNoWriMo, you get 20% off if you 

decide to buy after your trial period, and if you meet the goal of 50,000 

words by November you get 50% off at the end of the trial. (Note: I am 

not affiliated with Scrivener in any way and I do not make money if you 

buy the product. I am recommending it because I use it and think it is 

fantastic.) 

If you like the idea of writing a book but haven’t hit that “great idea” 

yet, keep writing anyway. Writing short stories or even just snippets 

around ideas you do have will get you into a good writing habit and 

help keep the ideas flowing. You never know when you will be struck by 

that moment of inspiration for your book! 

In short, do whatever you need to do to get the story out of your head 

and onto a page. When that’s done, you can move on to Step 2: Make it 

better. 

Recommended reading: On Writing, by Stephen King. 

https://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener/overview
https://www.literatureandlatte.com/nanowrimo
https://www.literatureandlatte.com/nanowrimo
https://tinyurl.com/OnWriting-Amazon
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Step 2: Make it better 

Yes, I know – you’ve written the perfect book. There’s nothing that 

could possibly be done to make it better. Except there is! I have no 

doubt that your book has the potential to be a bestseller or Man 

Booker prize-winner, but at the moment it’s an unpolished gem. It 

needs lots of further care and attention before it’s ready for 

publication.  

Stage 1: Spelling & grammar 

First up, pass the whole manuscript through a good spelling and 

grammar checker. Lots of people are going to be reading this 

manuscript and you might as well make it as error-free as possible 

before sharing it. Invariably, some typos will still get through, but the 

odd typo is not that distracting. Having a typo every few sentences, 

though, is highly frustrating to the reader and they will get caught up 

trying to take note of mistakes and lose sight of your story. 

When checking spelling and grammar, you need to decide whose 

grammar rules you want to follow. Rules and conventions can vary 

between American English and British English. For example, in 

American English, it is more common to use double quotation marks for 

speech, whereas in British English it is more common to use single 

quotation marks. While the final decision will lie with the publisher 

(which could be you), I recommend that you pick either American 

conventions or British conventions and then stick with these 

consistently throughout your book. 
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Stage 2: Reread & edit 

Next, you need to reread the book in full yourself. Yes, you need to get 

feedback from other people, but you’re not ready for that just yet. You 

need to reread it to make sure the story makes sense, the characters 

are fully developed and there are no major inconsistencies (like 

someone dying on page three and then walking into a room on page 

ten!) Ideally, you should wait at least one month after finishing the 

book to do this, to make it fresh to your eyes when you reread it. I 

would recommend listening to it as well as reading it. If you save the 

document as a PDF and then open the PDF with Adobe Acrobat Reader, 

you can use the “Read Aloud” function to listen to the book. Have a 

printed copy to hand so that you can mark edits as you listen. 

When you’ve completed your first reread, you need to make any edits 

needed into the manuscript. Then complete stages 1 & 2 above until 

the manuscript is “clean” – you can find no inconsistencies, and any 

spelling or grammar mistakes have been fixed. Only now is your 

manuscript ready to share with other people. 

If you're new to editing, I would highly recommend Self-editing for 

Fiction Writers, by Renni Browne & Dave King, to assist you with your 

editing process. 

Stage 3: Beta readers 

You’re now ready to share your manuscript with your beta readers – a 

select group of trusted readers who have an interest in the genre of 

book you have written. There is no point in sending a horror book to 

https://tinyurl.com/SelfEditing-Amazon
https://tinyurl.com/SelfEditing-Amazon
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someone who only reads light romance. Don’t necessarily rely on 

friends for this stage – reading a full book is a big commitment and no 

matter how much they love you and encourage your writing, not 

everyone will want to take on the task. Try joining reading groups on 

Facebook or other online forums to find people willing to help. Do 

make sure you vet people before you send them your manuscript, 

though. I would recommend only sending manuscripts directly to Kindle 

devices and not sharing either PDFs or MS Word documents. Note, 

however, that no method is completely safe, and given that this is an 

unpublished manuscript you need to do everything you can to ensure 

your readers are trustworthy. 

Once the manuscript has been sent out, take a deep breath and steel 

yourself for the replies! Not everyone will enjoy your book. That’s just a 

fact of life. Look at any bestseller on Amazon and there will be plenty of 

people who thought it was drivel. So if one of your beta readers doesn’t 

enjoy it, try not to take it to heart. Even if a reader doesn’t enjoy it, 

they can still give you valuable feedback. Ask them why they didn’t 

enjoy it – was it too slow, was the plot too complicated, did they not 

like the characters, was it laced with mistakes, etc. It can be hard to 

hear anything negative about a manuscript you've put months or 

maybe even years into writing, but try to look at the feedback as a 

positive contribution to making your work better. You don’t have to 

incorporate all feedback into the book, but if several different people 

all tell you the plot makes no sense or is too farfetched, then you might 

want to consider the possibility that it is, indeed, too farfetched. 

 

http://junemolloy.com/kindle-setup/
http://junemolloy.com/kindle-setup/
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Stage 4: Collate feedback & edit manuscript 

Having collated all the feedback, sit down and decide which elements 

should be incorporated into your manuscript, then make the edits. It is 

likely that some sections will change quite a bit. When the edits are 

completed, you need to repeat stages 1 & 2 above until the manuscript 

is “clean” again. 

You are now ready for Step 3: Pick a publishing route.
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Step 3: Pick a publishing route 

Now that you have a well-written and clean manuscript, you need to 

decide which publishing route you would like to take. There are two 

main routes – either publish through a traditional publisher (the 

traditional route) or publish the book yourself (the self-publishing 

route). There are advantages and disadvantages to each.  

In a nutshell, with traditional publishing you are likely to sell more 

books but make less money per book, whereas with self-publishing you 

will probably sell fewer books but make more money per book. 

The traditional route: 

Being published “traditionally” means being published by an 

established publishing house. It may be one of the big labels or it could 

be a small boutique label. The publisher likes your work and offers you 

a publishing contract, after which they do most of the work to get the 

book to market. 

 

Advantages: 

1. Traditional publishers pay all costs associated with publishing the 

book – editing, cover design, typesetting, marketing, etc.  

2. They have direct access to large bookshops, so your book is 

guaranteed some shelf space. 
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3. They have direct access to book critics and other relevant members 

of the media to ensure news of your book reaches as many people as 

possible. 

4. Having your book picked up by a publisher is a huge confidence 

boost, which may help with writing future books. 

 

Disadvantages: 

1. Many traditional publishers will not accept submissions directly from 

authors so you may need to find an agent to reach your chosen 

publisher. Securing an agent can be difficult and time-consuming. 

Agents also take a large percentage of your earnings (typically 15%-

20%). 

2. Author royalties per book are low – only about 10%-15% of the cover 

price goes to the author. You may be offered an “advance”, whereby 

you get a royalty lump-sum up-front, but these tend to be low for 

debut authors. You also need to earn this advance back (that is, sell 

enough books to earn the royalty advance) before you get any 

further money from the publisher. Many authors, particularly debut 

authors, never earn their advance back. 

3. You have little say in the editing process and generally no say in the 

cover design. 

4. The publisher owns your book for the period set out in the contract, 

so if your book doesn’t sell well, you can’t take it back and try to sell 

it yourself until the contract has expired. 

5. Many publishing contracts cover your existing book plus your next 

book, putting you under immediate pressure to start or complete 

your next book. 

https://www.alanjacobson.com/writers-toolkit/the-business-of-publishing/
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The self-publishing route: 

With self-publishing, you have complete creative control and a larger 

royalty share, but you have to do all the work yourself (or pay someone 

to do it) and will have to work very hard to get your books onto shelves 

and in front of potential customers. 

 

Advantages: 

1. You have complete editorial control over your book. While you might 

still engage a professional editor, the final decision about what 

changes are made lies with you. 

2. You have complete artistic control over your book, including the 

formats (paperback, hardback, etc.), book sizes, typesetting and 

cover. 

3. You earn a higher royalty per book than you would with traditional 

publishing, particularly if you sell books directly to customers, either 

on your own website or at book events. (The bulk of the revenue for 

each book still goes to the printer and the bookseller.) 

4. You can usually get your book to market quicker than a traditional 

publisher, who is working on many books at the same time. 

 

Disadvantages: 

1. You have to do all the work yourself or pay someone to do it for you. 

This can amount to a considerable up-front investment on your part. 

(See later section on self-publishing.) 

2. It is often difficult for independent authors to get their books into 

bricks-and-mortar bookshops. 
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3. It is also difficult for indie authors to get their books reviewed by 

traditional media such as newspapers or radio stations. 

4. Once the book is printed and ready to sell, you have to do all the 

marketing yourself.  

So, which should you choose? 

This is a completely personal decision and you would be wise to 

investigate both routes in detail before making up your mind. 

Many authors dream of having their book published by a big publisher 

and might start by trying to find an agent and/or publisher, but keep 

self-publishing as a backup option if that doesn’t work out. Others just 

prefer the creative control and higher royalty share they get with self-

publishing and go straight to that option. 

If you feel at all inclined to go the traditional route, make sure you 

exhaust this option or make a well-informed decision to abandon it 

before choosing to self-publish as it is extremely unlikely that any 

traditional publisher will publish a book that has already been self-

published. 

To help with your decision, Step 4 is divided into two streams – one for 

traditional publishing and one for self-publishing.
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Step 4a: Find an agent and/or publisher to 

publish your book 

If you would like to be traditionally published then you need to find a 

publisher who is interested in publishing your book. Some publishers 

will allow you to submit your manuscript directly to them. However, 

most big publishers will only accept submissions via an agent. 

Your first step is to research which publishers publish your genre of 

book. Make a list of potential publishers, taking note of key attributes 

like their market share, the quality of books they produce, how they 

treat their authors, etc. Also take note of whether or not they accept 

submissions directly or via an agent. Once you have your list, prioritise 

them according to the attributes that are most important to you. If you 

find you need an agent (which will most likely be the case), then you 

need to repeat the exercise above, making a list of suitable agents and 

then prioritising them so you know whom to contact first. 

The submissions process 

The process for submitting to both publishers and agents is pretty 

similar. In general, they want a short summary of your manuscript 

(covering the full story, including the ending), a short biography, 

including any published writing you might have such as newspaper 

articles or short stories, and a little about why you think they're the 

right agent or publisher for you. They will also want a sample from your 

manuscript – anything from a few pages to the whole book. 
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Each agent and publisher has their own submission requirements and it 

is crucial that you follow their guidelines to the letter. Some will want a 

one-page summary, some will want a three-page summary. Some will 

want a 1,000-word sample. Some will want a 10,000-word sample. 

While I don’t recommend cutting yourself off in the middle of a 

sentence, be sure to submit exactly what they’ve asked for, give or take 

a few words. It’s like applying for a job – if you can’t follow their 

submission guidelines, you’re not selling yourself very well as a 

potential client. (It’s worth noting that while, technically, both the 

agent and publisher work for you, you are the little fish, so you need to 

work hard to get onto their rostrum!) 

Carefully prepare the materials needed for each agent or publisher and 

submit according to your prioritised list. It is very important to note 

whether or not the agent or publisher requires exclusive submissions, 

meaning they don’t want you to send your work to anyone else while 

they are considering your manuscript. Given that they generally allow 

themselves three or four months to get back to you, submitting 

exclusively can seriously slow down your timeline, so make sure you 

really want these agents or publishers before you submit. If you do 

submit exclusively, make sure you honour your commitment to 

exclusivity. Agents and publishers talk to each other – a lot – so you 

could easily get caught out, in which case you would almost certainly 

lose that agent or publisher. 

Once you have submitted, now comes the really hard part – waiting for 

the replies. As mentioned above, most allow themselves three months 

to come back to you. Most agents and publishers receive huge volumes 
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of manuscripts each week, so many will only reply if they are interested 

in your work. This means you have to wait for the full three-month 

period to elapse before you can cross that agent or publisher off your 

list. Some will come back sooner, but my own experience is that more 

will not reply than will reply. Where you do get a reply, it’s likely to be a 

rejection. Generally, these will be form rejections and will tell you 

nothing about why they don’t want your book. Again, most agents and 

publishers just receive way too many manuscripts to give individual 

feedback. If you are lucky enough to receive feedback, positive or 

negative, be sure to take note of it and consider it, either for this work 

or for future works. Agenting and publishing are subjective, so just 

because one agent or publisher doesn’t like your book doesn’t mean 

you should run and change it. However, if you get a few similar 

comments, it might be worth considering them more thoroughly. 

What do agents do? 

Agents are the liaison between you and your publisher. When you sign 

with an agent, they become a champion for you and your book. They 

will approach publishers who would be best suited to publishing your 

work. If the publisher is interested, they will negotiate the contract on 

your behalf. Later, they will collect your royalties from the publisher for 

you. Agents typically charge 15%-20% of your book royalties. Please 

note that good agents do not charge an upfront fee – avoid agents who 

offer to represent your book for a fee. 
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Do I need an agent? 

Many publishers will accept submissions only via agents. This is to 

ensure they only get presented with quality material suitable for their 

catalogue. Agents help them to filter out sub-par manuscripts or books 

that are unlikely to sell in the current market. As such, in order to reach 

these publishers, you need an agent. 

There are other publishers, particularly smaller publishers, who accept 

submissions directly from the author. If you have a publisher in mind, 

check their submissions policy first to see if you need an agent. 

Even if the publisher does not require submissions via an agent, you 

might still want one, particularly if you feel your book is likely to attract 

a large royalty advance. Agents can negotiate better deals on your 

behalf and ensure all your monies get paid to you in a timely fashion. If, 

however, a publisher is offering a contract with a small advance it might 

not be worth the time and expense of engaging an agent. 

Note that if you don’t have an agent and are offered a publishing 

contract directly from a publisher, you may wish to have a solicitor 

(lawyer) look over the contract for you. 

What happens after I sign with an agent and/or publisher? 

It is likely that your agent or publisher, or quite possibly both, will want 

to edit your book before taking it to market. Many agents take a very 

hands-on role in shaping your book and will give you detailed feedback, 

which they will expect you to incorporate into your manuscript before 
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they present the book to any publishers. They might feel your book is 

too long or too short for the genre, that a particular plot element is not 

in line with current market trends, that the book is too edgy or not edgy 

enough, etc. While the process is collaborative, some agent contracts 

contain clauses giving the agent the option to back out of the contract if 

they are not satisfied with the final edit. 

Publishers, too, can seriously reshape your book as part of their own 

editing process. On the plus side, they hire experienced editors who 

know the market well and the changes they suggest will most probably 

improve your sales. However, you may not like all of the suggestions, 

some of which could deviate significantly from your own original vision 

for the book. Unfortunately, in most cases you have limited editorial 

control. You are also likely to be given only a short turnaround time to 

complete your changes. 

Once the edits are complete, the publisher will complete all other work 

to get the book ready for market - principally typesetting, cover design 

and marketing. The whole process could take up to a year, depending 

on how many other authors the publisher has waiting in line. They also 

might want to time the release of your book to coincide with a 

particular event, such as Valentine's Day for romance novels or 

Halloween for horror novels. All you can do in that time is start work on 

your next book! 

Finding an agent or publisher to take you on is extremely difficult, 

mostly because of the huge number of authors seeking representation. 
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If you are unable to secure an agent or publisher or if being published 

traditionally doesn't appeal to you, you can try self-publishing.
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Step 4b: Self-publish your book 

Self-publishing is a huge area and whole books have been written on 

the topic. I have tried to condense what I’ve learned into a few 

short(ish) sections, but if you plan to self-publish you will need to 

explore each of these sections in much more detail.  

Editing 

Before you publish your book, you must ensure it is as good as it can 

be. This will involve several rounds of editing, using spelling and 

grammar software and incorporating feedback from friends, beta 

readers and professional editors. This is a time-consuming process but 

absolutely essential if you want to release a quality book. 

Is it necessary to hire a professional editor? 

Most blogs and author groups who discuss self-publishing will tell you 

that you absolutely must hire a professional editor. I am going to sway 

from conventional thinking and say – it depends. 

Let me be absolutely clear upfront that I am not suggesting anyone 

should publish a book laden with spelling and grammatical errors with 

no plot, poorly developed characters and large portions of exposition. 

Publishing poor quality books does a disservice not only to yourself, but 

to others who choose to self-publish their books and who do so in a 

professional manner. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exposition_(narrative)
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However, editing is probably the most expensive element of publishing 

a book and you need to be reasonably sure you will get a return on that 

investment. Say, for example, you know you will earn €2 royalty per 

book when you finally publish. If an editor costs €1,000, you need to 

sell 500 books before you get that money back. You have to consider, 

realistically, if you’re likely to sell that many books. 

I read one article that said traditionally published books typically sell 

only 3,000 copies in their entire lifetime, while self-published ebooks 

typically sell only 250 copies in their lifetime. Your book has to be a cut 

above the rest to sell more than those averages. 

 

It is important to note that quality alone does not guarantee sales. You 

could have a brilliant book, well written, well edited, with excellent 

typesetting and a gorgeous cover, but unless you put a lot of effort into 

your marketing, no one will ever know it exists and therefore you will 

sell very few books. So before you put money into hiring an editor, you 

need to be sure you have the knowledge (or will to learn) and 

determination to continuously market your book to your potential 

readers. Even those who are good at marketing still struggle to get 

sales, simply because there are so many other good books out there 

vying for the same readers. Self-published authors have to work 

https://www.kameronhurley.com/the-cold-publishing-equations-books-sold-marketability-love/
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extremely hard to get their books into bookshops, get media coverage, 

etc. You are up against the might of the traditional publishing industry. 

If you release a book that is full of spelling and grammar mistakes, 

clunky sentences, underdeveloped characters and factual 

inconsistencies, no one will want to read it, so beyond the few friends 

and family you manage to flog it to at your book launch, no one is going 

to buy it. 

If, however, you are a good writer to begin with and you put time and 

effort into self-editing, using every free tool at your disposal, including 

spelling and grammar software and beta readers, you should end up 

with something that is readable and enjoyable. If it’s your first book and 

you have a limited audience through your social media pages, it might 

be worth taking the gamble to see how it sells before investing more 

money in the book. If you find sales are going well, you can always 

release an “improved” second edition. If, however, sales are slow, at 

least you haven’t lost too much money. From a purely financial 

standpoint, not editing your book and subsequently selling no books is 

cheaper than editing your book and not selling enough books to earn 

back the cost of that edit. 

It is also worth noting that no amount of editing will turn a bad book 

into a good one. If a number of your beta readers can’t get through 

your book or tell you they didn’t enjoy it, there is probably little point in 

engaging a professional editor. You need to relook at the book in detail 

yourself, perhaps even scrapping this particular book and starting a 
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new project. You can put that first book down to experience – you will 

have learned a huge amount from the process of writing and editing it. 

How much does an editor cost? 

This is a “how long is a piece of string” type question. The cost of 

editing can vary enormously depending on the type of book (non-fiction 

tends to be more expensive than fiction, historical fiction can be 

expensive because of the level of fact-checking required), length of 

work (often, the charge is per page or per thousand words) and the 

quality of the work submitted. If you submit a manuscript that is full of 

spelling and grammar mistakes, large chunks of exposition, factual 

inconsistencies and other significant errors, it will obviously take longer, 

and therefore cost more, to edit. It is worth spending time making your 

work as clean as possible before submitting to an editor. 

In addition, not all editors are made equal. Those who are highly 

experienced and highly regarded will cost more than those who are 

new to editing. Of course, cost does not always equate to quality – just 

because one editor charges more doesn’t necessarily mean they do a 

better job. Similarly, an inexpensive editor, who might be a very 

talented editor just starting out, could do a fantastic job. You need to 

do your research and find an editor within your budget who will 

provide you with the best value for money. Most editors will do a small 

sample edit – typically one chapter – for free so you can see what you 

will get for your money. 

Note that there are several different “levels” of editing, from looking 

for plot holes and weak characters to a simple spelling and grammar 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exposition_(narrative)
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check. Be sure you understand the different levels and know which you 

need before you hire an editor. 

Typesetting 

Once your manuscript is in tip-top condition, you need to format it for 

print or ebook publication. This is called typesetting. There are many 

rules and industry standards to follow in relation to typesetting, so be 

sure to familiarise yourself with these if you are considering doing this 

work yourself.  

Note that unless you have special typesetting software (such as Adobe 

InDesign), you may struggle, particularly if preparing a book for print 

release. Typesetting in MS Word takes a long time as many adjustments 

need to be made manually and on an individual basis.  

If you’re planning a print release, this is one area where you probably 

need to hire a professional. For ebook release, you don't need to go to 

quite the same lengths as the book is reformatted to suit each person's 

eReader, whether that's a Kindle, phone or tablet. 

Cover design 

They say you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover, but everyone does - 

so be sure yours is gorgeous! 

Bear in mind that very often potential readers only see a thumbnail-

sized version of your cover on sites like Amazon. You need any fonts or 

https://www.adobe.com/products/indesign.html
https://www.adobe.com/products/indesign.html
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images on your cover to be clear and readable, even in such a small 

image. 

You can usually tell a homemade or amateur cover from a quick glance. 

The images are not sharp, the colours clash, the fonts are boring or 

unattractive, the font colour doesn’t stand out against the background, 

etc. With so many books available, you must ensure your cover is 

enticing enough to attract attention from a potential reader scanning 

through online sites.  

 

Unless you are very skilled at graphic design, you probably need to hire 

a cover designer. Many cover designers offer pre-prepared covers that 

you can purchase “off the shelf” – when you pay for the cover, they will 

swap out the sample text with your book title and author name. If you 

need a bespoke cover, these usually cost more, but do shop around – 

there are plenty of inexpensive cover designers who do fabulous work. 

One word of caution: There are some unethical cover designers who 

infringe on the copyright of others by using unlicensed photos or 

images. They often edit these to make them look quite different, but 

unless the original copyright owner has given permission, they are still 

breaching copyright. If you publish a book with a stolen cover, you will 

be the one in breach of copyright and could end up with a hefty fine. 
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Always do a background check on your cover designer before you hire 

them to ensure they only engage in ethical practices. 

If you do design your own cover, make sure you have proper licences 

for any images you use. This includes a model release form for any real-

life people who appear in the images. You also need licences to use 

certain fonts for commercial purposes. It is a good idea to share your 

finished design in writers' groups on Facebook or elsewhere online for 

feedback. Authors understand the need for a good cover and they will 

be both honest and kind. While not everyone will agree, you will get a 

general sense of whether or not your cover "works". If you're struggling 

to impress, it's time to bring in a professional. 

Printing options 

There are two main options for printing your self-published book. You 

can go to an established printer and get a print run of your book, which 

is usually a minimum of 1,000 or maybe even 2,000 books. In this case, 

you need to pay for all the printing yourself, upfront, before you’ve sold 

a single book. 

The other option is print-on-demand (POD), whereby you offer your 

book for sale via online sites such as Amazon or Barnes & Noble, 

without providing these retail outlets with actual hardcopies of your 

book. Instead, you upload the fully formatted content and cover files to 

distributors like Amazon KDP or IngramSpark. When a book is ordered 

from these distributors, one book is printed and dispatched. Because 

you are not printing in bulk, the cost per book is higher. However, this 

https://kdp.amazon.com/
https://www.ingramspark.com/
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option removes the need to invest upfront in printed copies of your 

book. 

Many self-published authors use a combination of these, perhaps using 

POD for online sales and printing a small number of books for 

themselves to sell at events or to bookshops. The two biggest POD 

companies, Amazon KDP and IngramSpark, both offer the option for 

authors to print copies for themselves at a lower cost than the RRP 

online. 

eBook options 

These days, if you don’t have an ebook version of your book available, 

you’re missing a trick. In many cases, self-published authors will ONLY 

release ebook versions (and not print versions) because the costs 

associated with producing an ebook are so low. Amazon KDP is 

probably the biggest ebook distributor, but IngramSpark does also offer 

ebook distribution to devices such as Kobo, Nook and Apple. Whichever 

distributor you choose, you need to ensure your book is properly 

formatted before uploading. 

Vanity publishers & self-publishing services 

There are plenty of companies who will help you self-publish your book, 

usually for a hefty fee. Some of these, known as vanity publishers, make 

themselves look like traditional publishers, telling you that your book is 

amazing and that they’d love to publish it – for a sizeable fee. They 

usually add a remark like “as you are an unknown writer, we are taking 

https://kdp.amazon.com/
https://www.ingramspark.com/
https://kdp.amazon.com/
https://www.ingramspark.com/
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a risk publishing your book. We’d like you to share that risk with us by 

contributing €xxx”. This is utter nonsense. Every single published author 

was unknown when they first published a book. If a traditional 

publisher likes your book, they will publish it without charge and give 

you a royalty based on the number of books sold. They take all the risk. 

They also, in turn, make most of the money. Vanity publishers should 

be avoided completely unless you have a guaranteed audience for your 

book, such as a large customer or student base. 

There are other companies who charge not for publishing, but for doing 

each of the elements needed to get your book into the market, such as 

editing, typesetting, cover design, ebook formatting, loading onto sales 

systems such as Amazon KDP or IngramSpark, etc. They often offer 

packages to cover all elements, or you can buy just individual elements, 

depending on your own skill levels. For example, you might feel 

comfortable typesetting your book, but need help with editing and 

cover design. 

As with all situations where you are spending your hard-earned money, 

shop around. Not all service providers are made equal. Search online 

for those who have been recommended by other authors and always 

be sure exactly what you're paying for before handing over any money. 

If you have published a book via a traditional publisher or by self-

publishing, you are now ready to move on to Step 5: Market & promote 

your book.

https://kdp.amazon.com/
https://www.ingramspark.com/
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Step 5: Market and promote your book 

Regardless of whether you are traditionally or self-published, you will 

need to be heavily involved in marketing your book. This means having 

a visible presence on a variety of social media sites such as Facebook, 

Twitter and Instagram, as well as attending a wide variety of events, 

either as a speaker or to mingle with other attendees from the 

publishing industry. 

Most authors I know would consider marketing and promotion their 

least favourite part of the publishing process. I think, as writers, we 

tend to be introverts, happy to be locked away with our laptops for 

months or even years on end, creating fabulous characters or whole 

new universes within the pages of our books. The slog of trying to find 

an agent or publisher (if we tried that route) was exhausting, but at 

least it was mostly done via email, one agent or publisher at a time. 

Now, you want me to go outside and actually speak to people?! 

Noooooo! 

While there is a lot you can do from behind the safety of your laptop, if 

you’re not comfortable speaking about your book in front of large 

groups of people or perhaps even on radio, then the life of an author 

may not be for you. Even if you have a traditional publishing deal and 

your publisher has sent copies to every media outlet in the world, 

ensuring massive media coverage, readers still want to hear from you. 

They want to know a little about your life and your background so they 

feel they know you. They want to know how you became a writer, how 

you approach your writing, where you get your ideas from, how long it 
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took you to get a publishing deal, etc. You can have prepared responses 

to many of these questions which you can trot out on demand, but you 

will have to show up and speak to people. You will need to read from 

your book, over and over, so make sure you like the first few chapters! 

You will need to sign copies and chat with buyers or potential buyers. 

Constantly. 

If you are self-published, the work needed to market your book is 

endless. Getting the book published was the easy part. Getting people 

to buy it is a whole different ballgame. You need to contact media 

outlets yourself, which means researching which journalists or radio 

presenters are most likely to be interested in your book and sending 

them free copies, along with a blurb that makes them notice your book 

above others in the sea of books they’ve been sent. Then you need to 

follow up with them, possibly a number of times, to actually get some 

airtime or print coverage. You need to contact libraries and bookshops, 

probably on an individual basis, to get them to stock your book. Going 

into shops and libraries in person is often more effective than 

contacting them by phone, so be prepared to do some legwork. You will 

need to organise your own book launch, possibly in your local library or 

bookshop. Generally, these are very supportive of local authors, so do 

be sure to approach them before you consider doing your launch at the 

local community hall! 

You will need to print all your marketing materials, from posters to 

bookmarks, at your own expense. Unless you’re a whizz at Photoshop 

or a similar design application, it is likely that you will need to pay 

someone to design your materials for you in addition to the cost of 
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printing. As you’re spending your own money with no guarantee of 

earning that money back in sales, you need to be savvy about who you 

engage to do the work for you – shop around and make sure you are 

getting quality materials at a good price. 

Whether traditionally published or self-published, you will need a 

website, ideally with an address that matches your name, if it is 

available. (If you are writing a book, I would suggest buying your 

domain name as early as possible to ensure it doesn’t get taken by 

someone else. It only costs a few euro per year and you don’t have to 

do anything with it until you’re ready.) Your author website needs 

information about your book and about you. Ideally, you should have a 

blog page and write fresh, new content on a regular basis. This keeps 

readers coming back to your site, over and over again. If they didn’t buy 

your book this time, maybe they will next time! If you are self-

published, you will need to design and build your website yourself or 

pay someone to do it for you. If you are traditionally published, the 

publisher may help with the design and build. However, it is likely that 

you will be responsible for all of the content. 

In addition to your website, you need a regular presence on major 

social media sites, such as Twitter and Facebook. You need to share 

engaging content – not just a “buy my book – it’s awesome” post on 

rotation. On Facebook, you need to create a “Page” for yourself as an 

author – if you promote your book via your private profile, you risk 

being blocked from Facebook. On Twitter, you can use your regular 

profile, but I recommend updating your profile page to match the look 

and feel of your author website. You need to be tweeting often if you 
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want to get people to follow your profile. Again, you need to be sharing 

interesting content or comments, not just sharing links to your website 

or photos of your book. You need to engage with other authors, book 

bloggers, readers, etc. by replying to their tweets or retweeting as 

appropriate. All of this takes a wedge of your time, every single day. 

If you're new to marketing and all of the above seems overwhelming to 

you, don't despair. There are lots and lots of resources available online 

to help you. It is also well worth joining author groups on Facebook or 

other social media sites to chat with others about how they approach 

their marketing. 

Marketing your book is time-consuming and hard work, but if you keep 

putting the effort in you will start to see sales of your book improving. 

 

Parting Words 

I hope this guide has provided useful information and shown you that 

you can publish a book if you have the will and the determination. It 

takes a long time and a lot of hard work, but seeing your book 

published is a fabulous feeling that makes it all worthwhile. And who 

knows – maybe you might even make some money!
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About the Author 

June Molloy is an Irish author currently living in Lithuania. She has 

written and published two books. The first is a short memoir and 

cookbook describing how she fell in love with Lithuanian cooking. The 

book covers nine of the most popular Lithuanian dishes, including 

kugelis (potato pudding), cepelinai (potato dumplings), koldūnai (pasta 

dumplings) and šaltibarščiai (cold beet soup). The recipes are explained 

in detail with step-by-step instructions, making the book ideally suited 

to anyone attempting these dishes for the first time. Each recipe is 

accompanied by a short preamble about June's life in Lithuania and 

how the recipe was developed. The book also contains a number of 

stunning photographs of the Lithuanian landscape and wildlife. 

For more, see My Food Odyssey - Lithuanian Cooking: Nine of my 

favourite traditional Lithuanian dishes on Amazon. 

June’s first novel, Guardian of Giria, was released in May 2018. Aimed 

at older children (9-15), this animal fantasy is a story of friendship, 

courage and survival in a large European forest. A keen photographer, 

June loves to capture the beauty of the countryside and wildlife that 

surrounds her. The idea for Guardian of Giria came to her when she 

was out taking photos with her husband and spotted a fox and a deer 

running across a field together. She immediately began to relate their 

adventure to her husband, who played along, encouraging the story. 

Eventually, it grew so large in her head that she had to get it down on 

paper. 

http://www.tinyurl.com/MFO-Amazon
http://www.tinyurl.com/MFO-Amazon
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For more, see Guardian of Giria on Amazon. 

For more about the author, see www.junemolloy.com. 

http://www.tinyurl.com/GOG-Amazon
http://www.junemolloy.com/

